Click here to let us know how access to this document benefits you. ABSTRACT Galactic nebulae are the main probes for the chemical evolution of the interstellar medium. Yet, recent observations have shown that chemical abundances determined from recombination and collisionally excited emission lines can di †er by as much as an order of magnitude in some planetary nebulae (PNs). Many PNs have complex geometries and morphological evidence for interactions from stellar winds, and it is not clear to what extent winds, inhomogeneities, or shocked gas a †ect the observed spectrum. There currently is no full explanation for this discrepancy, which brings into question whether we understand the physical state of these low-density plasmas at all. This paper presents new spectroscopy from the KPNO Mayall 4 m telescope and imagery from the WIYN 3.5 m telescope of A39, a large PN with an exceptionally simple geometry. It appears to be a limb-brightened spherical shell, the simplest possible nebula. There is little evidence for external interactions, so this is the case in which photoionization simulations should be in near-perfect agreement with observation. We combine optical and UV spectroscopy to form a composite spectrum and compare this with photoionization models. No problems were encountered in reproducing the observed spectrum, although even this simple object has two distinct emission-line regions and exhibits several anomalies. A39 was too faint to detect the crucial heavyelement recombination lines in our data set, so it was not possible to compare collisional and recombination abundances. We predict the spectrum over a broad range of bandpasses to facilitate future observations that may probe deeper than our instrumentation allowed.
INTRODUCTION
Nebulae (H II regions, planetary nebulae [PNs] , and supernova remnants) are important probes of the end states of stellar evolution and of the chemical evolution of the universe (Pagel 1997) . Serious discrepancies have been discovered between the abundances derived from collisional excitation and recombination lines (Liu 1998) , which bring into question whether even the most basic physics is correct (Liu 1998) . To some extent, the problems could be explained by temperature Ñuctuations (Mathis, Torres-Peimbert, & Peimbert 1998) , but even these cannot account for the larger di †erences (Liu 1998 ; Garnett & Dinerstein 2001) and have the added burden of being physically implausible (Ferland 2001a) .
Most nebulae display physical structure or inhomogeneities, and it is unclear whether these play a fundamental role in scrambling the observed spectrum (Williams 1992) . In the usual case, inhomogeneities should not play a funda-mental role in the observed spectrum since emission is dominated by the densest structures. It would take a "" Ðne-tuning ÏÏ of contributions of regions having various densities for the observed spectrum to be a †ected simultaneously by low-and high-density gas.
Thus, we are left with a fundamental dilemma : something is clearly incomplete in our understanding of these objects. It is not even clear whether this is a problem with the basic atomic data, whether we are overlooking the dominant physical processes that occur in the nebula, or whether this is simply due to complexity at the source. This paper presents new imaging and spectroscopic observations and analysis of the PN A39. This object has an exceptionally simple appearance : it appears to be a onedimensional projected shell. Since it is unlikely that the nebula has been strongly a †ected by winds or shocks, this seems to be the ideal object to establish as a benchmark for comparison with theoretical plasma emission codes.
Below we present new observations from the Kitt Peak 4 m Mayall telescope, WIYN 3.5 m telescope, and Hubble Space T elescope (HST ) to create the needed database. Later sections compare these observations with the expected surface brightness of a thin shell and plane-parallel onedensity photoionization models. While the object was too faint to observe the lines needed to test whether recombination and collisionally excited lines give the same abundances, we were able to develop a simple photoionization model to Ðt the spectrum. We also present the predicted spectrum, including faint lines, to guide later, deeper observations.
Still, a number of perplexing phenomena were uncovered, even in this very simple geometrical conÐguration, and where the spectral constraints are not overly tight. These are discussed in the last sections of the paper.
OBSERVATIONS
We had three principal goals for our observational program. (1) We wished to obtain deep images at high spatial resolution to check whether A39 is really a spherical shell with no signiÐcant knots or structures that would complicate the photoionization modeling. (2) We wished to obtain deep optical spectrophotometry in order to derive emission-line ratios of faint lines that will constrain the photoionization models. (3) We wished to extend the spectral constraints on the models by obtaining HST spectra in the UV for the bright nebular lines of carbon, helium, nitrogen, and oxygen. The latter observations are especially useful for determining the ionization structure of the nebula and the only way to measure carbon abundances with collisionally excited lines. 2) that the nebula is barely visible. Nevertheless, there is no evidence for any signiÐcant small-scale structure in either image.
Description of W IY N Imaging
We adopt the [O III] image (see Fig. 1 ) as the reference image from which the physical characteristics of the nebula are derived. In particular, we derive the diameter of the nebula and the position of the central star with respect to the cardinal points along the rim. We deÐne the diameter as the maximum extent of the north-south and east-west chords, along the peaks of the rim. In the north-south direction, this diameter is in the east-west direction this 154A .5 ; diameter is
We adopt the mean diameter of as 155A .1.
154A .8 the nebular diameter. Curiously, the central star is o †set in position relative the intersection of the chords by D2A to the west. If this were due to a nebular interaction with the interstellar medium (ISM), we would expect to see the nebula brightened along the rim to the west (Tweedy & Kwitter 1996) , but the opposite is true. Furthermore, at the galactic height of 1420 pc (°3.4), A39 is not expected to encounter much of an ISM. We discuss an alternative explanation for the o †set in°3.
2.2. Description of 4 m Spectra A39 was observed with the Kitt Peak Mayall 4 m telescope and the RC Spectrograph on 1997 June 10, 11, and 12 UT. The spectrograph slit was oriented north-south and displaced 79A to the east of the central star. The Ðrst two nights were devoted to the blue spectral region, from 3300 to 5500 using grating BL181 in second order with a A , copper sulfate Ðlter to block the Ðrst-order red light. On the Ðrst night, we used the atmospheric dispersion correction prisms to allow for accurate photometric calibrations down into the near-UV. The disadvantage of these prisms is that there is a signiÐcant loss of light below 4000 Consequent-A . ly, we removed the corrector on the second night in an attempt to measure the higher excitation lines in the near-UV (e.g., [Ne V]) .
Note that the use of the atmospheric dispersion corrector prisms was not necessary for observations of this spectrally uniform extended object. For stellar sources, or objects having spatially varying spectra, the prisms are crucial. We became aware that the spectrum of A39 was not signiÐ-cantly varying on spatial scales of 1AÈ2A after the Ðrst night, allowing us to remove the blue-light absorbing prisms and to probe into the near-UV. Having extended our data range to the region of [Ne V] j3326, we saw evidence for this very high ionization species. Its presence, though, introduces several puzzles about this nebula, and high-ionization nebulae in general, that we will discuss further in°6.
The third night was devoted to observations in the red spectral region, from 4750 to 9250 again using grating A , BL181, but in Ðrst order and with a GG475 Ðlter to block second-order blue light. For all three nights, we adopted a slit width of except that we opened the slit to 6A when 1A .3, observing Ñux calibration standard stars HZ 44, BD ]28¡4211, Kop † 27, BD ]25¡3941, and Feige 110. However, as a result of clouds on the third night, the red calibration was restricted to HZ 44 alone.
In all, A39 was observed for 4 hr on night 1, for 6 hr on night 2, and for 3 hr on night 3 (in the red). The resolution in the blue was typically 3.5 while in the red it was 6.3 A , A . Seeing was typically each night, and the spatial scale 1A .1 along the slit was per pixel. The bright lines of Hb and 0A .69 the [O III] jj4959, 5007 doublet provided the basis for tying the red spectrum to the blue.
The spectra were processed in the usual way, with wavelength calibrations based on arc lamps of helium, neon, and argon. Flat-Ðelding was based on a projector lamp to remove pixel-to-pixel nonuniformities, and twilight Ñats were used to remove variations along the slit. Flux calibration was achieved by referencing the spectra to the standard stars noted above.
Our slit position (see Fig. 1 ) was chosen to sample light from the luminous rim of A39, along 52A of the eastern edge. We matched the o †set of 79A eastward from the central star to be consistent with the HST observations (see below). For our photoionization analysis, we averaged the spatially resolved spectra down to a single one-dimensional spectrum, thereby improving the detectability of lines as weak as 1% of Hb to 10% accuracy. This average was based on the full extent of the visible line emission, which faded out quickly beyond the 52A length but remained visible at a low surface brightness to nearly 95A. Consequently, we believe that there is an extended halo surrounding A39 with very low emission measure (see°3).
The Ðnal blue and red spectra are shown in Figures 3È5 , where Figure 4 provides a detailed view of the probable identiÐcation of the [Ne V] j3326 line. The line ratios relative to Hb are summarized in Table 1 . For the blue spectra, the Ðnal ratios represent the average of the two nights,
image of A39 taken with WIYN. North is up and east is to the left. The image is 335A east-west and 328A north-south. There is evident structure in the main body of the nebula, and so the assumption of a perfect spherical shell is incorrect at the detailed level. Also note that the east side of the nebula is about 50% brighter than the west side (see°3). The inset shows the location of the spectrograph slit used for the 4 m. The HST /STIS slit length extends only across the bright part of the nebula and is nearly coincident with the 4 m slit placement. which generally agreed extremely well, and rarely were the di †erences greater than 10%. Errors in the line strengths were estimated by measuring the rms uncertainty in the continuum near each line and then multiplying that value by the FWHM of the line. We then added in quadrature the standard deviation of multiple line measurements (e.g., 4686 was measured in each of the two blue spectra) and a systematic uncertainty of 2% from the Ñux calibration process.
2.3. Description of HST Observations A39 was observed with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) on board HST in 1999 May, using the G140L and G230L gratings with the UV-MAMA detectors. The slit (projected) was centered over the bright-26@@ ] 0A .2 est portion of the eastern rim of the nebula, 79A east of the central star, as indicated in the insert to Figure 1 . At this position, the HST slit roughly spanned the inner chord of the bright eastern rim.
The 7700 s integration G140L spectrum when summed over the length of the slit revealed only two lines, He II j1640 and the C IV j1549 doublet blend, shown in Figure 6 . These had measured Ñuxes of 5.2^0.5 ] 10~16 and 5.7^0.5 ] 10~16 ergs s~1 cm~2 integrated over the HST slit. Unfortunately, the 7500 s integration G230L spectrum was useless as a result of the large dark current noise permeating the G230L spectrum (the nebular surface brightness at these wavelengths was dimmer than had been expected). No emission lines were visible. Upper limits to the Ñuxes in N IV] j1486, C III] j1909, and Si III] j1892 (including their forbidden line counterparts) were found to be 0.5, 9, and 9 ] 10~16 ergs s~1 cm~2, respectively.
T he Final Spectrum
The 4 m and HST spectra were not precisely coincident, and the slit widths di †ered substantially, so these di †erences in aperture as well as seeing e †ects prevent us from directly seeing. This negative contrast image, blocked 3 ] 3 to improve the 0A .56 detectability of faint structure, looks identical to the [O III] image with one exception : there is a very bright "" knot ÏÏ on the southern rim, almost due south of the central star. This could be a real knot in the nebula, but most likely it is a coincidence with a background galaxy, as there are numerous other galaxies of similar size and brightness in the Ðeld. (M. Bradshaw, an amateur astronomer who imaged A39 with a small telescope, pointed out the existence of this knot to G. H. J.) comparing the optical and UV spectra. Thus, we assumed that the He II spectrum is close to case B at the temperature and density derived below. The numerical simulations presented later support this assumption. The expected 1640/ 4686 intensity ratio is then 6.97 (Storey & Hummer 1995) . This value, the rescaled C IV intensity, and the upper limits to other UV lines have been entered into Table 1.
PROPERTIES OF THE PLANETARY NEBULA
This section describes the properties of the nebula, including its central star. These are summarized in Table 2 . A basic premise to this study is that the nebula is a true spherical shell. Figure 7 shows the intensity distribution along an east-west cut through the center of the nebula based on an average of a 3A swath. Overlaid on the data is a model distribution that assumes a perfect shell having a rim-to-rim diameter derived from the [O III] image and shell thickness of 10A. The model was then smoothed to match the observed seeing conditions of the data. We 0A .7 also tested models with shell thicknesses of 7A and 13A, but these either overshot or undershot the rim surface brightness, respectively.
Deviations from the perfect shell model are minor until one moves well outside the peak in the rim of the shell. After that, the model seriously underestimates the true nebular surface brightness. We attribute this discrepancy to the presence of an extremely faint, low-density, highly ionized outer halo. We discuss this halo further in°6.
Size
As discussed above, we measured the mean diameter of the nebula to be from the [O III] WIYN image, very 154A .8 nearly symmetric in the east-west and north-south directions. In a high contrast stretch of the nebular image, we see a faint halo that extends D15A beyond the rim. The spectral data, though, are more sensitive to low emission measure regions because the e †ective resolution (D3.5 is far better A ) at suppressing the background sky than an image through a 45 Ðlter. When we plot the run of emission along the slit, A having a spatial resolution of we see emission as far D1A .8, across as 105A along the slit. This corresponds to a radius of 95A from the nebular center (18A beyond the rim), or a diameter of 190A assuming that the emission is symmetrically arranged about the nebula.
T hickness of Shell
Recall that we will be modeling A39 as a perfect spherical shell. For the purposes of the photoionization models, we need to deÐne a shell thickness. We deÐne the shell thickness as twice the half-width as measured from the peak of intensity in the rim moving outward along a radius vector. The shell thickness is not uniform around the nebula but is thickest along the east wall. Table 2 We will assume a mean rim thickness of in sub-10A .1 sequent sections.
Reddening
We refer to the reddening in terms of c, the logarithmic extinction at Hb. We derive c \ 0.049^0.04 from the observed Balmer decrement, Ha/Hb, relative to the predicted value of 2.85 (Storey & Hummer 1995) . This extinction is small and uncertain because of observational errors and the fact that the Balmer decrement predicted below is not precisely case B as a result of partial leakage of higher Lyman lines. FIG. 6 .ÈHST /STIS spectrum of A39, averaged along the full length of the projected 26A slit. The only detected lines from the nebula are C IV j1549 and He II j1640. A second estimate of c comes from the total H I column density in the line of sight past A39. Using Schlegel, Finkbeiner, & Davis (1998), we Ðnd an E(B[V ) of 0.06 corresponding to c \ 0.08. This estimate is the total column through the galaxy and thus is an upper limit. Another estimate of the reddening can be derived from the color excess of the central star. The observed B[ V color is [0.33 (see°3.7), and the limiting case for a hot star (Bergeron, Wesemael, & Beauchamp 1995) 
We adopt the value from the Balmer decrement, c(Hb) \ 0.049. The emission-line strengths in the Ðfth column of Table 1 have been corrected for this value using the reddening law of Cardelli, Clayton, & Mathis (1989) , assuming a ratio of total to selective extinction of 3.1. Note that the line ratios in Table 1 (and subsequent tables) include a correction for the contribution of helium to the measured strength of the Balmer lines. In the case of A39, I(Hb) is reduced by 5% from its usual value of 1.00.
3.4. Distance, Physical Dimensions, and Expansion Age Distance estimates for Galactic PNs are always problematic, and this case is no di †erent. For typical estimates of the nebular properties (a mass of 0.2 a Ðlling factor of M _ , unity, and K) and an Hb Ñux of 1.6 ] 10~12 T e \ 10,000 ergs cm~2 s~1 (Kaler 1983) corrected by c \ 0.049, the Shklovskii method (see Pottasch 1984) gives a distance of 1.15 kpc. For an older nebula like A39, the shell is fully ionized and the shell mass could be much higher, possibly approaching 1 as suggested by Phillips & Pottasch M _ (1984) . If we adopt a mass of 0.6 a typical maximum M _ , value for a fully ionized nebula, a Ðlling factor of 0.4 appro- priate for the observed shell thickness (°3.2), and T e \ K (see°4.3), we then Ðnd a distance of 2.1 kpc, the 15,000 value we adopt. We note in passing that McCarthy, & Kudritzki (1997) derived a distance of 2 kpc Me ndez, based on an atmospheric model of the central star, thereby supporting the arguments for our adopted parameters.
At 2.1 kpc (6.5 ] 1021 cm), the radius of the main shell corresponds to a physical radius of (77A .4)
or 0.78 pc. Here is the angular radius in units of 77A and # 77 is the distance in units of 2.1 kpc. D 21
ÈRadial distribution of A39 shown in this east-west diameter cut through the central star (large spike near the middle). A model spherical shell with a 10A rim thickness was chosen to model the nebula (smooth symmetric curve). The model, after being smoothed to the seeing proÐle, 0A .7 matches the data proÐle fairly well, although it is too faint on the east side while being too bright on the west side. Models with 7A or 13A shell thicknesses are less successful at matching the data ; the thinner shell produces brightness peaks that rise too high, and the thicker shell has the opposite result. In all cases, spherical shell models do not reproduce the faint extended halo ; this apparently geometrically simple nebula o †ers a few complexities. Hippelein & Weinberger (1990) found expansion velocities ranging between 32 and 37 km s~1, depending on which ion they used. A velocity of 34 km s~1 corresponds to an expansion age of D23,000 yr. For a free expansion, the ratio of the range in velocities to the expansion velocity (0.148) would also be the ratio of the shell thickness to the radius (0.131). The shell is slightly thinner than expected given the assumed distance and measured range in velocities.
The angular thickness of the shell at a distance of (10A .1) 2.1 kpc corresponds to a physical thickness of Table  2 . In summary, the star is D2A west of the nebular center. Within the measurement uncertainty, there is no signiÐcant north-south o †set. At the adopted nebular distance of 2.1 kpc this o †set corresponds to 0.020 pc, or 6.3 ] 1011 km. For the adopted nebular age (°3.4) of 23,000 yr, this stellar o †set requires a peculiar transverse velocity of only 0.9 km s~1. We discuss a possible rationale for the o †set in°6.3.
Hb Surface Brightness, L uminosity, and Mean Intensity
Kaler (1983) quotes an integrated Hb Ñux of 1.6 ] 10~12 ergs cm~2 s~1. Correcting for an extinction of c(Hb) \ 0.049 brings this up to 1.8 ] 10~12 ergs cm~2 s~1. For the distance of 2.1 kpc, the luminosity in Hb is then
Taking the diameter as yields an average surface 154A .8 brightness in Hb of S(Hb) \ 9.6 ] 10~17# 77 2 ergs arcsec~2 s~1 .
For isotropic emission this corresponds to a mean intensity of Tylenda et al. (1991) , also based on spectrophotometry. Kaler (1983) gives V \ 15.76 and B[V \ [0.33, but these are supposedly based on AbellÏs data. Given the nonphysical value for B[V from the Tylenda paper (although the B magnitude of 15.56 is similar to the other measurements), we reject that V -band measurement and adopt an apparent V magnitude of 15.6. Correcting for reddening, we Ðnd m v \ 15.5^0.2. Based on model atmospheres analyses, the stellar temperature and gravity were derived by Napiwotzki (1999) to be T \ 117,000^11,000 K and log g \ 6.28^0.22. Similarly, McCarthy et al. (1997) Ðnd T \ 110,000 K and log g \ 6.3. For the central star, Napitwotzki Ðnds a helium abundance corresponding to N(He)/N(H) \ 0.14^0.03. Adopting a central star temperature of 150,000 K implied by our best-Ðt models (°5) and the log g value above, the central star mass is 0.61 This is a fairly typical value M _ . and suggests that the progenitor star of A39 had an initial mass of D2.1
We base this estimate on the initial to M _ . Ðnal mass relation recommended by Weidemann (2000) , combined with the open cluster studies of Claver et al. (2001) and the white dwarf measurements in the globular cluster M4 by Richer et al. (1997) to tie down the low-mass end. Had we adopted the smaller central star mass (D0.56
estimates from McCarthy et al. (1997) and Napiwotzki M _ ) (1999) based on their atmospheric analyses that yield lower stellar temperatures, then the progenitor would have been about 1.3 M _ .
ANALYTICAL EMISSION-LINE ANALYSIS
4.1. Electron Density and Shell Mass The observed ratio of the [S II] doublet, jj6716/6731 (1.48^0.1), is consistent with the low-density limit but sets a limit of cm~3 on the electron density. We do not n e \ 100 have the spectral resolution to split the density-sensitive
The density can also be estimated from the surface brightness in a recombination line. We assume a plane-parallel geometry and the mean intensity of Hb derived above (eq.
[4]), 4nJ(Hb) \ 5.1 ] 10~5 ergs cm~2 s~1. We assume that this emission is produced by a shell with twice the observed thickness (our line of sight passes through both sides of the shell), or cm. 
then the density needed to produce the observed surface brightness is
or n B 30 cm~3. This density is consistent with the lowdensity limit suggested by the [S II] doublet and will be assumed in the following discussion. The mass of gas in the shell derived with this density is given by
where the density and shell geometry outlined above were assumed and k is the mean molecular weight of the gas. The shell mass is large, roughly 1 M _ . Recall that we adopted the somewhat smaller mass of 0.6 in°3.4 to derive a distance. This di †erence in masses M _ may provide further evidence that the e †ective thickness of the nebulaÏs shell is larger than indicated by the measurements in°3.2, as initially evidenced by the extended luminosity distribution in Figure 7 . Furthermore, because the high mass determined from equation (7) depends strongly on the uncertain distance estimate, we include this calculation only to illustrate that the di †erent approaches to deriving nebular parameters are not grossly discrepant.
The hydrogen recombination timescale (B1/a A n ; a A \ cm3 s~1 ; Osterbrock 1989) for this density is 3.1 ] 10~13 D3400 yr, about 10 times shorter than the expansion age.
The thermal timescale is even shorter : 600 yr. So, despite its low density, the atomic processes in this nebula are likely to have time to come to time-steady conditions.
Electron T emperature
The nebular electron temperature is set by the observed intensity ratio of the jj5007/4363 [O III] lines, 48^4, and is in the range (14, log T e \ 4.19^0.02 800 \ T e \ 16,000 K). We adopt 15,400 K as a characteristic electron temperature. The temperature-sensitive [N II] j5755 line is too faint to detect in this high-ionization nebula.
Photoelectric Heating Rate
The photoelectric heating rate for a typical PN ionizing radiation Ðeld (assuming a mean photoelectron energy of SeT \ Shl [ 13.6 eVT B 5 eV) is
where we used the density and temperature deduced above. The heating rates due to galactic background cosmic rays, the Galactic di †use ionizing radiation Ðeld, and the cosmic background are all much smaller and can be neglected. The nebula should be predominantly photoionized by the radiation Ðeld of the central star.
T otal L uminosity in Ionizing Photons
The luminosity in Hb (eq. [2]) corresponds to a total recombination rate within the nebula of
where cm3 s~1 is the case B recombia B \ 1.84 ] 10~13 nation coefficient at the assumed temperature. This is equal to the total number of hydrogen-ionizing photons emitted by the central star if the nebula is radiation bounded and a lower limit to this number if the nebula is matter bounded. We have assumed that the covering factor W , the fraction of 4n sr covered by the nebula as seen from the central star, is unity, as suggested by the images.
At a distance of 2.1 kpc the extinction-corrected V magnitude corresponds to an absolute magnitude of M V \ 3.9. We expect the central star to have a temperature somewhat greater than 105 K. It is simple to show that the total number of hydrogen-ionizing photons emitted by the series of Rauch (1997) stellar continua, normalized to this visual magnitude, is far larger than the number of photons given by equation (9). We infer that the nebula only absorbs a small fraction of the incident continuum. This, together with the very weak low-ionization lines (i.e., weak [O II], [N II], and [S II], and no [O I]), suggests that the nebula is matter bounded. For this geometry, the gas is optically thin to the ionizing continuum and hydrogen is fully ionized across the cloud. Stasinska, Gorny, & Tylenda (1997) used the Zanstra method to determine a stellar temperature of 36,000 K, clearly too small to account for the observed highionization spectrum. The Zanstra method fails with a too low temperature when the nebula is optically thin to ionizing radiation. This further strengthens the case that the cloud is matter bounded.
If we accept that the total recombination rate within the nebula is smaller than the total rate of ionizing photons emitted by the central star [Q(H)] because the cloud is matter bounded, then we can estimate the optical depth of the shell in ionizing radiation. The Rauch atmospheres give Q(H) D 1047È1048 s~1 for temperatures greater than 105 K and the absolute magnitude quoted above. We assume Q(H) D 2 ] 1047 s~1, appropriate for this magnitude and a temperature of 150,000 K. The optical depth in the Lyman continuum is then
. (10) For thermal velocities the optical depth in Lya is of order 104 times that in the Lyman continuum, so Lya will have optical depths of roughly 100. This will be decreased even more if nonthermal line widths are present, as is suggested by the measured range of expansion velocities (Hippelein & Weinberger 1990) . Depending on details, higher Lyman lines, which have smaller optical depths than Lya, may well be optically thin. In this case the hydrogen emission spectrum goes over to case C conditions (Ferland 1999) rather than the case B assumed here. The emissivity and Balmer decrement are both altered in this situation, introducing an uncertainty in our mass and reddening estimates. All of the relevant physics is included in the numerical simulations presented below.
A PHOTOIONIZATION MODEL
A39 appears to be the ideal PN for a photoionization analysis because of its geometric simplicity. This was the original motivation for our study. This section outlines the steps taken in Ðtting the spectrum with a photoionization model.
Throughout this study, we use Version 96.00 of the spectral synthesis code CLOUDY (Ferland 2001b) . The Rauch (1997) solar abundance stellar atmospheres were used. A surface gravity of log g \ 6 was assumed, as suggested by the papers by Napiwotzki and McCarthy (these actually suggest log g \ 6.3). Calculations (not presented here) showed that this lower surface gravity produced better results than log g \ 8 and that the solar abundance Rauch models produced better agreement than the halo (1/10 solar) abundance mix.
It is not meaningful to Ðt a spectrum with an accuracy greater than the fundamental uncertainties in the atomic data. Most rates and cross sections come from ab initio quantum theory. Most calculations of collision rates were done with the Belfast R-matrix codes and generally quote uncertainties of 15%. On average the database should be much better than this since errors should not be correlated. No one collisionally excited line can be predicted with an accuracy better than 15%, since the uncertainties enter in both the collision strength and transition probability. The situation for recombination lines of H I, He I, and He II is much better since their intensities depend mainly on the capture cascade processes. The theoretical predictions of their intensities should be accurate to 1%.
Heavy elements recombine predominantly by dielectronic recombination through low-lying autoionizing levels. Accurate rates are not known for most third-row ions since the positions of the autoionizing levels are not known (Nussbaumer & Storey 1987) . Recent experimental measurements (Savin et al. 1999) show that theoretical estimates are often o † by a factor of 2, and the scatter among theoretical rates is about this large (Savin 2000) . This most critically a †ects the S III/S II and Ar IV/Ar III balance (Ali et al. 1991) . Accordingly, Ðtting these ions will receive less weight in the following.
In the Ðtting process we have used the greater of the observational error or 15% in the uncertainty in collisionally excited lines and the observational error in the recombination lines. The strong [O III] j5007 line is an exception : this must be Ðtted to high accuracy since it is a dominant coolant in the nebula ; its intensity represents overall energy balance rather than the atomic physics. The initial set of calculations assumed a constant electron temperature of 15,400 K. The constant temperature assumption has two beneÐts. First the numerical simulation of a single cloud is nearly an order of magnitude faster so that a broad range of parameter space could be examined. Second, only models that reproduced the observed electron temperature will be valid, so this decouples the ionization and thermal parts of the problem during this early stage of the solution. The balance between heating and cooling determines the electron temperature. Some of the dominant heating agents (for instance, grain photoionization and the associated question of the grain abundance) are not well constrained by our observational database. Abundances of these constituents will be Ðtted later.
Constant T emperature Models
A plane-parallel closed geometry was assumed. The plane-parallel assumption is appropriate when the thickness of the shell is considerably smaller than the radius. A closed or symmetric geometry is one in which di †use radiation from one side of the shell crosses the central hole and strikes the far side of the cloud, as would be the case if the shell nearly fully covers the continuum source. The images suggest that these are indeed the case.
We assumed a microturbulence of 5 km s~1 to simulate the e †ects of the observed range of velocities. This is important because it has the e †ect of diminishing hydrogen Lyman line opacity and increases the deviations from Case B.
The Ðtting was done in terms of the ionization parameter U, the dimensionless ratio of the Ñux density of hydrogenionizing photons to hydrogen at the illuminated face of the cloud deÐned as
where '(H) is the surface Ñux of ionizing photons (cm~2 s~1). The ionization parameter is the quantity that directly determines the level of ionization of the gas. The deduced electron density places this nebula well within the lowdensity limit, so the density has no direct e †ect on the spectrum, except through changes in U. Working in terms of U combines the two unknowns '(H) and into the single n e parameter that determines the observed spectrum. This simpliÐes the analysis signiÐcantly.
The density and thickness of the cloud were kept constant at the values deduced above. Together these automatically reproduce the observed surface brightness of the cloud. That surface brightness could be reproduced for other values of the density, were the thickness to be adjusted properly. The density/thickness pair of parameters has no e †ect on the spectrum other than reproducing the observed surface brightness, so there is no proÐt in varying these strongly coupled parameters.
No signiÐcant problems were encountered in Ðtting the spectrum. One surprising result of this simple analysis is that it is clear that estimates of the ionization correction factor (ICF) for oxygen, based on the observed ionization of helium, would not work well for this object. Alexander & Balick (1997) have shown that the ICF method generally does work in radiation-bounded nebulae. In this model (and later ones too) most of the helium is fully ionized, with only about 9% of He in the form of He`. Ionization potentials would suggest that this would also be the ratio of O``/O. Actually, the O``/O ionic fraction is nearer 30%, so an ICF-approached abundance analysis would overestimate the oxygen abundance by roughly a factor of 3. In a fully ionized nebula such as A39, the role played by the detailed atomic physics is exaggerated, while in a radiation-bounded nebula photon, counting becomes more important and ionization potential based arguments work better. Consequently, a much improved abundance measurement is obtained using the modiÐed ICF approach suggested Ðrst by Kingsburgh & Barlow (1994) and incorporated by Alexander & Balick (1997) wherein the ICFs are adjusted according to Ðts to photoionization models.
Achieving T hermal Equilibrium
At this stage the constant electron temperature assumption has produced good agreement with the spectrum. The next step is to achieve this electron temperature in a thermal equilibrium model. The balance between heating and cooling sets the electron temperature. For the model listed in Table 3 the integrated heating is 95% of the cooling. This model is not in thermal equilibrium.
A set of thermal equilibrium calculations was performed that used the derived parameters of the constant temperature calculation as a starting point. The abundances, stellar temperature, and the ionization parameter were varied, but the dust-to-gas ratio, important because of the e †ects of photoelectric heating of grains, was left at its default (Kingdon & Ferland 1997) . The results and parameters are listed in Tables 3 and 4 .
We took two approaches in the Ðnal optimization. First, we held the stellar temperature Ðxed at 115,000 K, the value deduced from photospheric lines. This largely reproduces the overall spectrum but does not reproduce the strong oxygen lines to the expected precision. The [O III] lines are major coolants, so if they are not correct, then the overall thermal equilibrium is not correct.
In the second approach, we allowed the stellar temperature to vary also and obtained somewhat better results. The deduced stellar temperature is somewhat higher than that deduced from the photospheric lines. This di †erence is most likely an artifact of the model stellar atmospheres that are assumed. Our approach matches the predicted ionizing continuum to that needed to produce the observed ionization. At the time of this writing, a second generation of Rauch atmospheres is under construction. The grids are not yet extensive enough to use in our modeling, but we are able to compare the new results, which include opacities of iron peak elements, with those we use here. The continua in the Wien tail, the part responsible for photoionization of higher ionization potential species, di †er by factors of 0.5È1 dex with the new atmospheres producing the fainter continua. NOTE.ÈThe columns marked "" Observed ÏÏ and "" Error ÏÏ give the observed intensities and associated uncertainty expressed as a fractional error. The next column gives the predicted line ratios from the constant temperature model. The last two columns give results for the thermal equilibrium models. In the Ðrst (marked "" Thermal 1 ÏÏ) the stellar temperature was held Ðxed at 115,000 K, the temperature deduced from the photospheric lines, and in the second (marked "" Thermal 2 ÏÏ) the stellar temperature was allowed to vary. Grevesse et al. 1990 Grevesse et al. , 1991 Given this uncertainty in the model stellar continua, we do not feel that there is any conÑict between our results and previous work.
6. DISCUSSION 6.1. T he Presence of Ne V Simply by its presence, the [Ne V] line implies a very high temperature for the central star and a very high excitation nebula. This line was not included in the modeling done above, although the line is detected with considerable certainty. But is the line real ? After very close scrutiny, we can report the following facts that raise some suspicion. The line has a spatial extent that exceeds any other line in the spectrum. It exhibits a surface brightness distribution along the slit that is more or less uniform, whereas the other lines peak strongly across the bright rim of the nebula. If the line is present, the temperature of the exciting star must be higher than the atmospheric model results (Napitwotzki 1999 ; McCarthy et al. 1997) or deduced in the photoionization analysis by 10,000È30,000 K in order to ionize the gas to Ne`4.
Although we are concerned about the reality of the [Ne V] feature, we believe that it is real for the following reasons. First, its wavelength is within 0.5 of that A expected for the velocity of the nebula and well within the uncertainty of the wavelength solution (D1 in this part A ) of the spectrum. Second, the line is visibly present in several exposures, although quite weak in all. Third, it has an extent that is centered on the nebula, while being clearly di †erent than the full slit proÐle that arises from a line in the sky. Fourth, it has a spectral resolution consistent with a genuine emission line. (Fig. 4 illustrates the spectral region around the [Ne V] line. The apparent line to the left is a residual cosmic-ray event that proved robust to the rejection algorithm.) Fifth, we see evidence for enhanced levels of ionization at the periphery of the nebula that suggest the presence of an outer, low-density halo (see°3.1) of very high ionization. Figure 8 shows several line ratios of interest as a function of position along the slit. The rise in line ratios at the outer edges of the slit indicates that the excitation of the nebula increases beyond the outer rim that is deÐned by the [O III] image. Note that the ratio of [O III] j4959 to Hb rises as the intensity of Hb begins to drop beyond the rim, while the ratio of He``j4686 to Hb remains more constant. Since helium is almost completely doubly ionized throughout the nebula, it cannot increase much further. The ionization stages of oxygen, on the other hand, can continue to rise.
The existence of a very high ionization outer halo may be an important component for other fully ionized nebulae, adding to their total masses. In order to assess the possible extent of such a halo, R. Reynolds (Univ. Wisconsin) kindly examined his extremely deep Ha images of this region taken with the WHAM survey camera on Kitt Peak (Ha †ner, Reynolds, & Tufte 2000). He reports that there is no evidence for a giant ionized halo around A39, down to a surface brightness level of 5 ] 10~18 ergs cm~2 s~1 arcsec~2, averaged over the WHAM resolution element of 1¡. This is the level of the di †use Galactic emission in this direction, and so a fainter halo may exist but be lost in the di †use emission, or a smaller halo could exist and probably does based on the spectroscopic evidence.
The excitation of this outer gas is consistent with photoionization of a very low density shell by the continuum that Ðlters through the main shell. The density in the outer shell must be considerably lower than the density of the main shell since its surface brightness is so low. Estimating that the Hb surface brightness in the outer shell is D10 times smaller than the main shell, the corresponding density is D3 times smaller if the thickness of main and outer shells is the same, and even smaller if the thickness of the outer shell is larger than the main shell. The main shell is optically thin to ionizing radiation, which accounts for its low surface brightness, so this (slightly) Ðltered light passes through the main shell and strikes the lower density outer region. The level of ionization of the gas is proportional to both the stellar temperature and the ionization parameter. Although the continua striking both shells are essentially the same, the outer shell will have an ionization parameter more than 0.5 dex larger than the main shell as a result of its low density. This results in higher ionization and is the most likely explanation for the [Ne V] line. The present data set does not provide enough constraints to justify creating a model for the outer region.
T he Mass of A39
The mass adopted for the shell, 0.6 is reasonable for M _ , a fully ionized PN. When we add up the total mass of the system, 0.6 in the nebula and 0.61 in the central M _ M _ star, the progenitor would have been 1.2
The implied M _ . progenitor mass that produces a central star of 0.61 is M _ D2.1 which is signiÐcantly larger than the inferred M _ , mass budget for the descendents. If the stellar temperature is truly as low as Napiwotzki (1999) and McCarthy et al. (1997) suggest (D117,000 K), then the mass budgets are more consistent. However, that temperature is inadequate to drive the [Ne V] line to a visible level. Either the line is an artifact (but see°6.1), or the initial to Ðnal mass relations are not sufficiently accurate, or the mass budget of the nebula plus star does not fully account for lost material (e.g., dust mass, gas lost during the red giant branch phase).
Central Star Positional O †set
We noted in°3.5 that the central star is o †set 2A to the west of the center of the circle deÐned by the nebular rim. Usually, a stellar o †set is associated with an ISM interaction in which the star catches up with the impeded leading edge of the nebula. In this case, the star appears to be closer to the trailing edge of the nebula because the star is closer to the low surface brightness western half of the nebula.
Instead, we propose that the o †set of the star may have been induced by a nonsymmetric mass-loss episode that favored mass loss to the east. If so, then we can explain, in part, the brighter eastern rim as a consequence of higher density arising from the slightly asymmetric ejection process rather than the more conventional explanation of an interaction with the ISM. We also can explain the wrong-way central star positional o †set. Through conservation of momentum, a di †erential mass loss of D0.05 is M _ sufficient to accelerate the central star to the required speed of 0.9 km s~1.
If there is a large central star motion along the line of sight in addition to the small implied tangential velocity of 0.9 km s~1, then another explanation may be required. The referee pointed out to us that the Ha emission seen in Figure 4 of Napiwotzki (1999) suggests that the central star of A39 may have a signiÐcant redshift of D40 km s~1 relative to the nebula. R. Napiwotzki (2001, private communication) kindly provided us with his spectra for evaluation of this point, as well as his interpretation of the apparent redshift. Because he applied a careful sky-plusnebula subtraction for the Ðgure in Napiwotzki (1999) , the emission shown is likely stellar in origin, suggesting a wind from the star rather than a nebular velocity o †set. Thus, the existence of a signiÐcant velocity di †erence between the star and the nebula remains an open question.
Success of the Photoionization Model
Overall, the nebular spectrum is modeled very well. Tests show that the sizes of the di †erences between the Ðnal model and the observations were about the same level as would be produced by using slightly di †erent stellar atmospheres. (Tests were done with solar and halo abundance Rauch models, with several surface gravities, and also the earlier Werner models.) Trying to match these lines any better would mainly become a test of the stellar atmosphere models.
In particular, we note that our value of (150,000 K) is T eff somewhat higher than the value of 117,000^11,000 K derived by Napiwotzki (1999) . As noted in°5.2, models at lower temperatures failed to reproduce reasonable values for the well-observed oxygen line ratios, such as I(3727)/ I(5007), and they produced no emission of [Ne V]. On the other hand, our model at 150,000 K, in which the [Ne V] line was not used as a constraint, produces too much [Ne V] by a factor of 4. We attempted a third model, where we allowed the stellar temperature to vary but constrained the [Ne V] to be close to the observed value ; the derived temperature then drops to 130,500 K, but again, the oxygen ratios are too low. Much of the problem with modeling these lines is related to the great uncertainty of the stellar atmospheres and the consequent emerging ionizing Ñux. Because this area is still developing, we do not consider the di †erent values of temperature to be a signiÐcant problem in the photoionization models but rather evidence for more work needed in the Ðeld of hot star atmospheres.
We did not encounter any further constraints that were difficult to meet largely because the nebulaÏs low surface brightness and resulting modest spectral signal-to-noise ratio prevented us from detecting many lines. In part, this is a disappointment ; for this fully ionized nebula, the special geometry is not a signiÐcant advantage in relieving model constraints because other geometries would suffice. Nevertheless, we provide a list of predicted line strengths relative to Hb in Tables 5 and 6 for which future observers with deeper spectra can test our model. It is likely that future instrumentation will be able to detect some of the C or O recombination lines that provided our original motivation. Table 5 contains the more common emission lines, down to a strength of 1% of Hb. Table 6 pushes the predicted line list below 0.1% of Hb but is restricted to the recombination lines of CNO in order to keep the list manageable.
We caution other PN researchers that the hydrogen spectrum in this sort of nebula is not precisely case B (Table 5) . Collisional excitation of Ha and escape of Lyman lines are both important, with the e †ect that the Ha/Hb ratio is predicted to be 2.92 while the case B value is 2.78. Note again that helium is a signiÐcant contributor to the emission at j4861 and must be accounted as was done in Table 5 .
We further caution users of ICF methods for abundance determinations that oxygen abundances can be wrong by NOTE.ÈWavelengths are given in except for the reddest lines, which have wavelengths less than 100 : Ó, these are in km. Table 5 is also available in machine-readable form in the electronic edition of the Astrophysical Journal.
a For silicon, where no lines were observed, we assume Si/H \ 10~5.
factors of several in fully ionized nebulae. This matterbounded shell would correspond to only a tiny portion of the structure of a radiation-bounded nebula. The ICF methods work for the radiation-bounded case in which all ionizing photons are absorbed so that photon counting and ionization potential arguments work. In the matterbounded case we sample what would be a small piece of the radiation-bounded case, and the ionization distribution is linearly a †ected by recombination coefficients and photoionization cross sections.
CONCLUSIONS
The PN A39 is a beautiful example of what a PN is supposed to look like : a nearly perfect limb-brightened circular shell with an obvious central star. Its special geometry would allow a test of various photoionization models if our spectra had gone deep enough to provide tighter constraints. Future observers may be able to test our model predictions and take advantage of the unique spherical geometry. Although we were able to reproduce the line ratios without excessive challenge, this apparently very simple nebula provided plenty of surprises to consider :
1. Galactic PN distances are always a problem. The Shklovskii distance disagrees only slightly with the spectroscopic distance, but we must assume a nebular mass that is at the high end of the nebular mass distribution. 2. The presence of [Ne V] just outside the main nebula implies an unusual ionization structure, with a large lowdensity extended halo. The high ionization is likely the result of the low density and resulting high-ionization parameter.
3. The "" central ÏÏ star is o †set from the nebular center by 2A. The o †set does not appear to be a consequence of an interaction with the ISM. We speculate that a small asymmetric mass ejection has accelerated the star.
4. The nebula is close to, but not exactly, a uniform spherical shell. The east rim of the nebula is 50% brighter than the west rim, and irregularities in the surface brightness are evident across the face of the shell. The cause of the east-west dichotomy is not known but could be related to the o †set of the central star.
5. The oxygen abundance was determined to be 3 times smaller than the ICF method would predict. This discrepancy is unexpectedly high and represents the typical uncertainty in the method when applied to a fully ionized nebula.
6. The very low surface brightness made it impossible to detect the faint emission lines that were the original motivation for this investigation. We provide a list of predicted emission lines to encourage future work.
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